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About This Game

Kalaban is a horror-themed action-adventure game by Rayhouse Productions. The game focuses on storytelling and open-
ended gameplay.

STORY:
The year is 1995, in an alternate history version of Finland. Bob, a hermit and an American who has moved to Finland, lives in
a backwater cabin by himself. One night he is attacked by a hideous dog-like mutant. Now he must find out what is going on,

and discover the reason behind the outbreak.

FEATURES:

 Unique story and characters: While the game has a basic premise of mutant invasion, it also features a story with real
depth and complexity.

 Top-down action: Combat and exploration are the heart of this game. You kill monsters, gain loot and eat food to heal
yourself. We wanted to make the combat fun and approachable.
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 Mini-sandbox: After the introduction, the player is let loose on the gameworld. You're given the freedom to explore
the setting in a non-linear fashion.

 Dark comedy: The game is presented with a serious tone, but beneath it lies absurd comedy, with strange events and
characters.

 Player choice matters: Your actions and choices affect the how the story plays out. The game can be described as an
immersive sim from a top-down perspective.

 Hand-crafted world: All the level backgrounds are unique, and the main character is completely hand-animated. We
wanted to achieve a high level of polish with the art.

 Back to the 90s: The game is set in the recent past of Finland. The game is littered with tropes and references to the
pop culture of the yesteryear. In addition to that, we've taken many influences from older adventure games and DOS
titles.
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Title: Kalaban
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rayhouse Productions
Publisher:
GRM Software
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.x, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Good, but flawed.

The main problem is that it needed the controls to be tightened up. The character tends to slide against things even when there's
room for them to walk normally, and the menu's can be hard to navigate because it won't register something, or it will think you
clicked on something you didn't. My other complaint is that at the end of the dialogue I would click to exit and the character
would shoot. The enemies also tend to be bullet sponges.

I was still having fun until I got caught in an insta-death loop. I kept loading right outside a door and the boss monster would kill
me in two hits. Also, you can't load the menu to quit from the death screen. So you have to reload, then QUICKLY open the
menu and quit out. Yeah, having that screen up didn't stop the monster from killing me when it did every other time.

I look back over all these complaints and it seems like a cut and dry case that this shouldn't be recommended. But at the end of
the day it's only a dollar and it is fun to play.. Good, but flawed.
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